For more information on Arctic Spas® Gazebos,
visit our website at www.arcticspas.com or your
nearest Arctic Spas® Dealer.

arctic spas® is dedicated...
To providing gazebos and accessories perfect to
enhance your spa and is proud to present our
Gazebo Series. Our Gazebo Series provides you with
the ability to select the style of additional protection
that best suits your backyard needs, while ensuring
world-class quality and craftsmanship.

All Arctic Spas® Gazebos are made from clear

clear canadian western red cedar

Canadian Western Red Cedar selected for its beauty
and longevity. These durable structures are easy to
assemble without any special tools. Each Gazebo
features 4 x 4 posts, 2 x 4 top rails, 2 x 2 spindles, 2 x
4 roof framing and enamel steel roof to provide you
and your spa with additional protection from nature’s
elements as well as a look that promises enjoyment
and relaxation.

each Retreat gazebo features:
4x4 posts, 2x4 top rails,
2x2 spindles,
2x4 roof framing

forest green enamel steel roof

a note on terminology

roofline

“Roofline” refers to the dimensions of the roof at its
widest point. Because the overhang on each side is
normally four inches per side, the roof is designed to
be larger than the gazebo. It is important to keep this
in mind when planning the installation and location
of the gazebo.

height

“Height” refers to the height of the roof at its peak,
exclusive of any base or platform on which the gazebo
may be placed. Although the gazebo is normally
placed on the same base as the spa, it is important to
note especially when considering blocked sight lines,
adjacent trees or the obstruction of a neighbor’s view.

the entertainer
Outside dimensions: 10’ x 10’ (304.8 cm x 304.8 cm)
Inside dimensions: 9’ 51/4” x 9’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 287.6 cm)
Height: 9’ 4” (285 cm)
Roofline: 11’ 81/2” x 11’ 81/2” (356.8 cm x 356.8 cm)

forest green enamel steel roof

brick red enamel steel roof

charcoal grey enamel steel roof
The name says it all! Perfect for entertaining, this
Gazebo features two fiberglass reinforced privacy
screen sides with optional decorative muntin bar
inserts available in Tudor Square or French style
lattice. Roof colors are available in forest green, brick
red and charcoal gray to blend in with your current
landscaping and meet your preferences.

hideaway retreat

sunshine retreat

Outside dimensions: 10’ x 10’ (304.8 cm x 304.8 cm)

Outside Dimensions: 10’ x 10’ (304.8 cm x 304.8 cm)

Inside dimensions: 9’ 51/4” x 9’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 287.6 cm)

Inside dimensions: 9’ 51/4” x 9’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 287.6 cm)

Height: 9’ 4” (285 cm)

Height: 9’ 4” (285 cm)

Roofline: 11’ 81/2” x 11’ 81/2” (356.8 cm x 356.8 cm).

Roofline: 11’ 81/2” x 11’ 81/2” (356.8 cm x 356.8 cm).

The Hideaway Retreat dimensions are the same as

The Sunshine Retreat is designed for simple elegance.

those of the Sunshine Retreat but boasts 1 x 4 cedar

This 10’ x 10’ roofed structure allows you to enjoy your

beneath the steel roof, as well as fiberglass reinforced

spa experience through most weather conditions.

screening on three sides of the gazebo for additional
privacy and protection without detracting from the
beauty of the outdoors or your spa’s attributes.

garden villa
Outside dimensions: 10’ x 12’ (304.8 cm x 365.7 cm)
Inside dimensions: 9’ 51/4” x 11’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 348.6 cm)
Height: 12’ 5” (378.4 cm)
Roofline: 11’ 10” x 13’ 41/4” (360.6 cm x 407 cm)

The Garden Villa is 10’ x 12’ in size and can provide a

maximum of its potential. The gazebo comes with

finished look to any back yard setting. With fiberglass

1 x 4 cedar roof planking in 32” sections that lock

reinforced screening on all walls and gable ends to

together for easy construction, and are supported by

afford additional privacy and protection from insects,

4 x 4 cedar roof trusses.

this gazebo will ensure your spa is enjoyed to the

habitat

tudor square lattice

privacy screen

Outside dimensions: 10’ x 12’ (304.8 cm x 365.7 cm)
Inside dimensions: 9’ 51/4” x 11’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 348.6 cm)
Height: 10’ (300 cm)
Roofline: 11’ 10” x 13’ 41/4” (360.6 cm x 407 cm)

french diamond lattice

This luxurious gazebo is sure to accentuate any spa!

Optional lattices are available in Tudor Squares or

The metal roof comes standard in forest green but

French Diamonds. The gazebo also features windows

can be ordered in brick red or charcoal grey. The

that open on a lift hinge to allow communication

Habitat features a spring-loaded cedar screened

with guests at the 12-foot fold down side bar. Bar

entrance door that automatically closes behind you.

stools not included.

The gazebo is incased with fiberglass reinforced
screens on all sides for maximum privacy and insect
protection.

habitat deluxe

tudor square lattice

privacy screen

Outside Dimensions: 12’ x 12’ (365.7 cm x 365.7 cm)
Inside Dimensions: 11’ 51/4” x 11’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 348.6 cm)
Height: 10’ at peak (300 cm)
Roof Line: 13’ 41/4” x 13’ 41/4” (407 cm x 407 cm)

french diamond lattice

All the luxury and style of the Habitat, in a more spacious
twelve-foot square footprint. Comes with fiberglass
reinforced screens on all sides for privacy and insect
protection. Available in roof colors of Forest Green, Brick
Red, and Charcoal Grey, all in durable enamelled steel.
Optional lattices available in Tudor Squares or French
Diamonds for additional style and privacy.

hideaway retreat deluxe
Outside Dimensions: 10’ x 10’ (304.8 cm x 304.8 cm)
Inside Dimensions: 9’ 51/4” x 9’ 51/4” (287.6 cm x 287.6 cm)
Height: 9’ 4” (285 cm)
Roof Line: 11’ 81/2” x 11’ 81/2” (356.8 cm x 356.6 cm)

This deluxe version of the Retreat series has the same
fit-anywhere footprint as the other two, but adds
all-round privacy screening and an elegant springloaded screened entrance door. The privacy and
insect protection of the Habitat and Villa series in a
more compact gazebo.

